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Distinctive by nature, a broad range of ocean explorations are in tight connection 
with underwater acoustic technologies. With the development of maritime rights, 
marine economics and wireless networks technology, Underwater Acoustic Networks 
(UANs) are of growing research interests nowadays. Consisted of a group of sensors 
and marine instruments, underwater acoustic networks can be widely applied into the 
activities of oceanographic data collection, pollution monitoring, offshore exploration, 
assisted navigation and underwater military defense, etc., all of which rely on the 
technology of underwater data collection and transmission. 
Cross-layer design, one of the key theories in underwater networks, overcomes 
the disadvantages of the strictly layered networks, like nonoptimality and inflexibility. 
It enables the system to utilize the limited resources more sufficiently, especially in 
marine enviroments, and achieves better performance. For an UAN that is severely 
limited by power and resource, cross-layer design means not only theoretical 
significance but practical importance as well. 
This thesis mainly focuses on the following four aspects: 
1. A systematical introduction to the background and current research 
development of underwater acoustic networks; discussion about the challenges facing 
in designing the UANs; and mainly lay the emphasis on the review of the 
architectures and key technologies for UANs. 
2. An introduction to the concept and related theories on cross-layer design; 
disscussion on the necessities, methods and strategies in designing an UAN; analysis 
of the four cross-layer methodologies in current wireless network technology. 
3. A proposal of a new dual-channel cross-layer architecture for UANs, which is 
able to highly promote the overall system performance and the efficiency of resource 
utilities. To present three kinds of cross-layer applications under this model, based on 
















MAC & Location; MAC Information Extraction. 
4. To design and implement a test system prototype built on NI Compact RIO 
and LabVIEW; the experiment on networking, location, communication and data 
forwarding conducted in Xiamen Wuyuan Bay, whose results show an remarkably 
improved system performance gained from the cross-layer design. 
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通信连接，形成独立的水下信息网络[3]（如图 1.1 所示）。 
 
 
图 1.1 水声网络应用场景 
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表 1.1 无线信道与水声信道的比较 
Table 1.1 Comparison between radio channels and underwater acoustic channels 
 无线电信道 水声信道 
传播速度 [m/s] 3×108 1500 
载波频率 [Hz] 824~894 M 5~50 k 
信道带宽 [Hz] 1.25 M 10 k 
信号传输速率 [bps] 1200~9600 200~2000 
多径时延 [s] 10-5 0.1~1 
多普勒频移 [Hz] 92.6 20 







实际应用中，估计声速 c，一般采用测量海水的温度 T、盐度 S 和静压力 P，以
Wood 经验公式计算[2]： 






损失（TL，Transmiting Lost）。根据 Urick 的传播模型，衰减参数可以使用下列
公式计算[2]： 
   fallkflA log10log10,log10                (1-2) 





















吸收系数 a(f)可使用 Thorp 的经验公式[13]计算。式(1-3)适用于 f > 100 Hz 的




























表 1.2 水声通信中传播距离与可用带宽的关系 
Table 1.2 Underwater bandwidth depending on ranges 
Range [km] Bandwidth [kHz] Attenuation [dB] 
5~10 5~10 <88 
1~5 10~25 <78 
0.1~1 25~100 <61 
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